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Integrated Pest Management on PEI
Contributed by: Erica MacDonald, Manager of Operations & Agronomy, Paradigm Precision A&L Canada Laboratories
Integrated pest management is a term you may not be familiar
with, but it sure does play an important role in agriculture
around the world. It refers to an environmentally conscious
approach to managing pests that relies on physical, chemical,
cultural and biological practices. I’ll bet many of you have taken
note of sprayers in many fields across the province, but the
decision regarding when and what to spray was made long
before the equipment arrived. In many cases, even in the Souris
River watershed area, farmers hire crop scouts to inspect their
fields on a weekly basis. These scouts are evaluating pest
pressure using pre-determined economic thresholds. These
thresholds are pest and crop specific, and can be defined as the
density of a pest at which a corrective treatment will provide an
economic return. Crop protectant products are costly and
usually not applied unless absolutely necessary. Some farmers
also use trapping or baiting methods to get a handle on current
pest levels.
Prince Edward Island producers are currently faced with a
serious pest problem that has proven to be tough to eradicate,
and is increasing at an alarming rate. Wireworm (Agriotes spp.)
A field planted with mustard.
has exploded in both population and geography across PEI in the last number of years and, since then, several
methods are being evaluated for its control. Chemical control has proven to be effective in combatting wireworm,
but it cannot be the only method relied upon. Growers are also limited in the current registered products they have available to them. Biological
control methods, click beetle traps, biofumigant crops and various crop rotations are other control methods currently being tested. You may have
noticed more fields of buckwheat or brown mustard (sometimes confused with canola as the two do look quite similar) around the eastern end of the
PEI. Those crops have natural biofumigants and deter nasty pests such as wireworm, as well as some diseases. A&L Canada Laboratories Inc. will be
beginning a wireworm project later this year, evaluating the effect various soil properties may have on deterring the pest. There are quite a few Souris
watershed producers that will be participating in the project, as they see the need to find options other than chemical control.
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Basin Head Water Quality Monitoring & Green Crab Removal
This year we continued our water quality monitoring of the Basin
Head Marine Protected Area (MPA) and the surrounding
tributaries. Our monitoring tasks included weekly temperature
readings at multiple depths, which allows us to see how the
temperature reflects in response to seasonal changes and it also
gives us a concise “heat map” of the surface of the water
throughout the lagoon. We also took chlorophyll and turbidity
readings, telling us the amount of algae and plant material found
in the water. Turbidity measures suspended particles of oil and
non-organic material which can tell us about spills of harmful
substances or tell us how much light is being blocked from
reaching plants on the bottom of the water column, especially
the unique Giant Irish moss that grows in the lagoon’s northeast
arm. One of the more important readings is dissolved oxygen
which can help to predict low oxygen events which is usually the
result of an overproduction of algae dying off. These events are
especially harmful to organisms that cannot move away from
areas of low oxygen such as shellfish and the Giant Irish moss.
This November we finished up the first year of our 4-year
contract for removing invasive European Green crab from the Basin Head MPA.
Green crab trapping in Basin Head’s Northeast Arm, November 2017.
We fished 3 days a week in August, September, November and 5 days a week in
October. This field season 36,614 Green crab were removed over 55 days which is a testament to just how many crab are in the Basin Head
watershed. In addition to the immediate benefit of removing crab that are eating the rare Giant Irish moss, we also gain information on how the crabs
move throughout the system during various stages of the season. Information about crab movement will allow us to plan better trap locations for the
future, and can aid The Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) in their plans for best management practices in Basin Head.
We are always looking for ways to improve our crab trapping. This year we streamlined how we sorted the crab by categorizing them into three
selected size groups (small, medium and large) based on carapace size instead of measuring each individual crab. This saved the field crew a lot of
time allowing them to move on to other projects for the afternoon on the days that they were fishing. We also trialled 3 new types of traps; a “Russell”
trap, a “Delbert” trap, and a “Luke” trap. All traps were improvements over the Fukui traps we use currently as they require a lot of maintenance,
usually daily.
We have been approved to change most of our traps next year to the “Luke” trap which was the most successful fishing trap. This trap was designed
by our very own field technician, Luke Chaisson. In addition to replacing the old traps we are increasing the number of traps in the northeast arm of
the lagoon by four. These traps are very valuable because most of the Giant Irish moss is found in the arm. We determined that Spring and Fall
trapping in addition to these new traps are vital if we want to understand more about the Green crab and how they move between locations. In 2018,
European Green crab will be fished from May onwards and will hopefully result in many more crabs being removed from Basin Head.

Left photo: The eastern tip of Basin Head lagoon.
Right photo: The “Luke” trap used for trapping Green crab in Basin Head this past Fall.
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PEI Atlantic Salmon Genetics and Migration Behaviour
Contributed by: Carissa Grove, Masters Student at the University of Prince Edward Island
I once heard that Atlantic salmon were
compared to the canary they used in coal mines.
Due to their requirements for such pristine
spawning habitat, they are good indicators of
habitat degradation and instream health. We
have seen proof of this as they have declined in
many areas of their native range and are only
present in approximately a quarter of PEI rivers
they once inhabited. A study was released that
examined Atlantic salmon population genetics
throughout their North American range. Of the
five PEI rivers tested, two of them, located in
Northeastern PEI had a unique genetic
signature, Cross River and North Lake Creek.
Both rivers have received very little artificial
stocking due to their self-sustaining
populations.
The first part of my project will allow us to
understand more about Prince Edward Island
salmon by examining the genetic structure of all Atlantic salmon populations
on the Island. Fin clips for DNA extraction have already been collected from
salmon juveniles in 20 rivers. While these samples are being processed field
work is being done in North Lake Creek in order to understand reproductive
migration patterns of the genetically unique adults. Using a fish trap, caught
salmon will be tagged as well as weighed, measured, and fin and scale
samples collected. Data collected will be used to determine instream
residency, possible movement to other nearby streams, and return rates of
this population. This research will help to inform conservation practices for
Atlantic salmon in small streams throughout the region.

Top right, middle photos: Drone photographs courtesy of Sean Landsman,
www.seanlandsmanphotography.com
Right photo: Fin clippings for DNA testing, photo courtesy of Crystal Jarvis
with Abegweit Conservation Society.
Above photo: Souris and Area Wildlife Branch staff, Abegweit
Conservation Society staff and UPEI’s, Carissa Grove with a large Atlantic
salmon in North Lake Creek. Photograph courtesy of Scott Roloson.
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Ring-necked Pheasants

Photograph courtesy of Jane Hanlon, taken in Rollo Bay of male Ring-necked pheasants feeding on cracked corn last Winter.
Early sightings seem to confirm that our pheasant population is once again on the increase. We are getting confirmation of sightings in different
areas which implies that our population is spreading in all directions.
We were denied funding from a traditional partner this year to supply funding for feed during the harsh winter months. Immediately, the Directors of
Souris and Area Wildlife Branch voted to supply the food from their existing funds to ensure that these bird populations are kept healthy and sustain
during critical times such as when we have deep snow and food can’t be accessed by these birds which would make them weak and vulnerable to
predators.
We really appreciate the public on keeping us aware by emails, phone calls, texts and conversations where these populations exist, or where new
pheasants are being spotted. When the snow gets deep and these birds are struggling, we will gladly drop off some feed and we certainly appreciate
your efforts in assisting this rebounding species.

Male Ring-necked pheasant in St. Charles courtesy of Marcy Robertson.
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The Silt Gator and Gowan Brae Cord Grass Planting
Souris and Area Branch (SAB) of the PEI Wildlife Federation were delighted to have received funding from Environment and Climate Change Canada’s
National Wetland Conservation Fund for a two-year project to increase the elevation of sediment in the mud flats of the salt water marsh adjacent to
Souris River causeway. The purpose of collecting this sediment is raise the elevation of the mud flat to a level where cord grass will grow so that the
grass will suck up nutrient loads to lighten and stabilize the levels downstream and decrease the levels of ulva (sea lettuce). Cord grass and other salt
water marsh plant life also have the ability to collect and store carbon much more effectively than stands of woodland.
We have attempted before with different funding to brush mat the area in an attempt to catch the sediment as a natural process, it did work to some
degree, but the process was very slow and inefficient. To speed up the process we needed to pump the silt out of the estuary which doesn’t really
have a defined channel due to sedimentation and place it on the mud flats without causing silt to drift downstream and interfere with the aquaculture
industry.
Using a system that has traditionally been used by commercial clam fishermen in the past we developed a machine with the help of Burke’s Custom
Metal Works Inc., which operates like a hand cart on wheels with a shroud covering it. This cart has an inlet that is attached to a two-inch rotary pump
that sucks water out of the system and forces the water out through “fingers” that act like a pressure washer that “riles” up the sediment. On the
same cart we have a three-inch outlet attached to a “trash” pump that collects the “riled up” water and pumps it to the mudflat that contains spruce
boughs whose needles hold the sediment in place.
This machine we named the “Silt Gator” is pushed/pulled on wheels, and the pumps are aboard a small boat. We estimate that we moved within our
permit approximately 100 cubic metres of sediment and it all stayed in place. We received raving reviews from the permit section of the Department
of Communities, Land and Environment for our ability to keep the sediment in place. We hired a topographical survey company to take elevations of
the area prior to our work and they will also re-survey at the completion of our work next year which will give us a clear picture of our success. We also
collected cord grass seed with the assistance of students from École La-Belle-Cloche and seeded in the areas where we raised the elevation. Cord grass
planting is a practice being looked at more and more for marsh areas on Prince Edward Island.
Next year we will continue the process with the goal being to increase the area of elevation and the area with established cord grass.

Left photo: SAB field staff Luke Chaisson and Chandler MacAulay
using the silt gator in Gowan Brae, Souris River.

Right photo: École La-Belle-Cloche students collecting cord
grass in the saltmarsh along Souris River.
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Clean Tech Internship
Contributed by: Gavin Toombs
Over the past two months I’ve had the pleasure of
working with the Souris and Area Branch of the P.E.I.
Wildlife Federation after taking over an intern position
previously filled by Emily White. I was hired through the
College and Institutes Canada’s Clean Tech internship
program, funded through Environment and Climate
Change Canada. Clean tech refers to technologies that
help create a cleaner environment, such as technologies
that support sustainable development, green industrial
or agricultural processes, alternative energy and
efficiencies, recycling, composting or waste reduction,
protection and restoration of ecosystems, and industries
or businesses working on innovations to improve the
environment. This program aims to help these industries
by subsidizing wages for skilled graduates to be hired as
interns for 6-12 months at a time to work on projects
related to “Clean Tech”.
I was hired as a coastal restoration technician originally,
so the focus of my position is on the Basin Head Marine
Protected Area and other coastal restoration projects, in
addition to enhancement projects aiding the genetically
distinct salmon found in the area. My first few weeks on
the job involved the yearly electrofishing sampling done
by Souris and Area Wildlife Branch. It’s great to see the
fish that we spend so much time creating habitat for.
Most of my past two months have been focused on the
Green crab removal project in the Basin Head lagoon,
fishing crab in the field, recording data, and preparing a
progress report for the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans. I’ve also participated in a coastal habitat
assessment, and eelgrass restoration planting.

Top photo: SAB’s Gavin Toombs and Frances Braceland with École La-Belle-Cloche
students collecting cord grass in Souris River.
Bottom photo: Gavin holding a Brook trout found in Basin Head Creek during fish density
surveys this past Fall.

I have worked for other watershed organizations on the
Island over the past few years, and I am learning new
things every day with Souris Wildlife. The wealth of
experience in the field and knowledge that SAB has on
staff is very impressive. The amount of forested area in
the Souris area watershed is so valuable and allows SAB
to focus on other projects instead of restoring lost forest
for much of the season like other watershed groups. I
had the privilege of sitting in on meetings and
workshops focused on subjects like water quantity,
integrated planning, and the Basin Head Marine
Protected Area. This has given me a lot on insight on the
amount of time and energy that is spent budgeting and
planning watershed projects, an area that I was
inexperienced in and most watershed workers don’t get to
be involved in. Obtaining funding, support, and planning
projects can take as much time as the project itself.

We also installed a fish trap in North Lake Creek early in November that was a large project, which involved the entire SAB field crew. I participated in
the construction of the trap as well as the installation, and have been checking it on a regular basis with SAB field supervisor Michael Jacklyn taking
pictures and videos when possible. This fish trap will provide valuable data on the movement of Atlantic salmon and Brook trout in our rivers, we also
get to observe some beautiful fish when we check the trap. The planning, foresight and expertise required to place and build a fish trap that will
provide worthwhile information without simultaneously disrupting the salmon and trout movement in a negative way was astounding. The fish trap
was built in partnership with Environment and Climate Change Canada's Habitat Stewardship Program, Abegweit Conservation Society, PEI Wildlife
Conservation Fund, Atlantic Salmon Federation, Atlantic Salmon Conservation Foundation and the University of Prince Edward Island.
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2017 FUNDERS
We would like to kindly thank the following funders who have made our work over the past year possible:

Souris & Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation Membership & Donation Form
Name: ____________________________________

Payment

Address: __________________________________
__________________________________

Please check one or both:

City/Province: _____________________________

 Membership ($10)
 Donations

Postal Code: ______________________________

Amount enclosed: $ _____

Telephone: _______________________________
Email: ____________________________________

Note: An official tax receipt can only be issued for the value
of the donation and will not include the $10 membership
fee.
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PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS: KEVIN ROBERTSON
Weather wise, it has been a terrific Fall and our staff were able to get a tremendous amount of work accomplished. Most of
our rivers were walked for our annual “Atlantic salmon and Brook trout redd counts.” Our general observations indicate that
it was a very successful spawning season, but our final totals are not yet tallied. A full report will be available in the new year.
Once again we have received funding from the PEI Wildlife Conservation Fund, which is the fund generated from hunting,
trapping, fishing licenses and the PEI wildlife logo license plates. This fund allowed us to replace the entry to the “Alice Cyril
MacDonald Brook Trout Nursery” in Harmony Junction. It also allowed us to assist in the construction of a new fish trap at
North Lake Creek and assist with labour and transportation costs on collecting data on salmon and brook trout redds.
On behalf of the Board of Directors and staff of Souris and Area Wildlife Branch we would like to wish everyone a very Merry
Christmas and a prosperous new year!

COORDINATOR’S COMMENTS: FRED CHEVERIE
Eels! Do you love them or hate them? Here at Souris Wildlife, we love eels so much we want to find out as much as possible
about them! Thanks to funding from Environment and Climate Change Canada’s Habitat Stewardship Program, we will be
conducting research this winter into their overwintering habitat, with the future aim of focussing conservation efforts in
areas where we know they spend their time when in fresh water. This work will be taking place because, whilst American eel
numbers are stable here on PEI, they are declining throughout North America drastically and are now listed as a threatened
species in Canada, and in many places in the world. So, if you know anything about where eels may be lurking in freshwater
in our management area, or have even just spotted one in a stream, please contact us so we can record your sighting!
ABOUT US:
The Souris & Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation is a non-profit, environmental organization dedicated to the
conservation, protection and enhancement of watersheds in north eastern Kings County. Our management area
accounts for approximately 62,000 hectares representing about 9.6% of PEI, including 27 individual watersheds.
The goals of our organization include:
1. To establish North Eastern Kings County as the “Sports Fishing Capital” of Prince Edward Island.
2. The management of natural resources and enhancement of fish, wildlife and their habitat through watershed
planning, protection and restoration initiatives
3. To become the model watershed group on Prince Edward Island
4. To bring unprecedented environmental awareness to our stake holders to create a more informed general public
capable of eliciting progressive environmental action
5. To promote our management area as one of the most pristine natural areas in Prince Edward Island through
ecotourism ventures to attract visitors to the local area
We meet the 2nd Wednesday of every month at the Souris Striders Ski Lodge. Meetings start at 7pm. The next
meetings are scheduled for January 10th, February 14th and March 14th and all are welcome to come.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
Mailing Address: PO Box 692 – Souris, PEI – C0A 2B0
Telephone: (902) 687-4115
Email: sourisareawildlife@gmail.com
Website: www.souriswl.com
Facebook: Souris & Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation
Twitter: @SourisWildlife
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